What clients are suited to using
collaborative processes?
Collaborative practice does not favour one

Perth Collaborative
Divorce Alliance
"Separating Together"

kind of client or exclude others. If both parties
are willing to enter into a transparent
therapeutic process and are committed to
working together with a team of collaborative
professionals toward a resolution, this is for
you.
The

collaboratively

trained

professional

conducts their first interview with a client in a
very different manner to a lawyer in a
traditional

lawyer-directed negotiation

or

litigation. The first interview is referred to as
an "intake" interview, in which all the
methods of achieving settlement are discussed
and evaluated with the client. A collaborative

Why Choose Perth Collaborative
Divorce team?
Receive the support and information you
need from your specially trained team of

Collaborative practice is a voluntary
dispute resolution process to help clients
work successfully within the collaborative
structure in which the client's settle
without resorting to litigation. This process
minimises the negative economic and
emotional consequences that the families
often experience in the traditional
adversarial separation and divorce process.

Collaborative Professionals.
Finding respectful resolution based on
your interest.
We provide
 A support to separating couples to
reach their goals
 A dignified process to prevent
damage to the family system
 Support for the children
 A realistic client focused approach

practitioner is trained to screen a client in or
out of the process.

 Emotional support and financial
expertise
 Cost effective and timely alternative
to the family court system.

PERTH DIVORCE
COLLABORATIVE
DIVORCE
Separation/ Divorce is a distressing time,
usually impacting every member of the
family on some level. The collaborative
process gives the added professional
support of a financial neutral and family
consultant.
The family professional supports and
helps coach each client to separate the
emotion from the process.
The financial neutral helps to empower
the client and minimise the financial
stress.

Perth Collaborative
Divorce Alliance Team….

What you need to do....

Contact: Lynne Foote
Lynne Foote: Family neutral
www.counselling4life.com.au

Phone: 0401 640 771
lynne@counselling4life.com.au
www.counselling4life.com.au

John O’Sullivan: Family Lawyer
www.osullivanlaw.com.au

Each client has a family lawyer who
helps to coach their client through the
collaborative process based on the
client's interest.

Wayne Dawkins: Family Lawyer
www.waynedawkinslaw.com.au

